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The plasticity of the dense hydrous magnesium silicate (DHMS) phase A, a key hydrous mineral within
cold subduction zones, was investigated by two complementary approaches: high-pressure deformation
experiments and computational methods. The deformation experiments were carried out at 11 GPa, 400
and 580 C, with in situ measurements of stress, strain and lattice preferred orientations (LPO). Based on
viscoplastic self-consistent modeling (VPSC) of the observed LPO, the deformation mechanisms at 580 C
are consistent with glide on the (0001) basal and ð01 10Þ prismatic planes. At 400 C the deformation
mechanisms involve glide on ð2110Þ prismatic, (0001) basal and f11 21g pyramidal planes. Both give
flow stresses of 2.5–3 GPa at strain rates of 2–4  105 s1. We use the Peierls–Nabarro–Galerkin
(PNG) approach, relying on first-principles calculations of generalized stacking fault (c-surface), and
model the core structure of potential dislocations in basal and prismatic planes. The computations show
multiple dissociations of the 13 ½2 1 10 and ½01 10 dislocations (hai and hbi dislocations) in the basal plane,
which is compatible with the ubiquity of basal slip in the experiments. The c-surface calculations also
suggest 13 ½2 1 13 and ½0 111 dislocations (ha + ci or hc  bi directions) in prismatic and pyramidal planes,
which is also consistent with the experimental data. Phase A has a higher flow strength than olivine.
When forming at depths from the dehydration of weak and highly anisotropic hydrated ultramafic rocks,
phase A may not maintain the mechanical softening antigorite can provide. The seismic properties calcu-
lated for moderately deformed aggregates suggest that S-wave seismic anisotropy of phase A-bearing
rocks is lower than hydrous subduction zone lithologies such as serpentinites and blueschists.
 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Phase A (Mg7Si2O8(OH)6) is a dense hydrous magnesium silicate
(DHMS) phase which forms mainly by destabilization of
Mg-phyllosilicates in hydrated lithologies, between 200 and
350 km depths in cold hydrous parts of the subducting slabs.
Because of its chemical composition, phase A is the major water
carrier at these depths and is viewed as a key phase for water
transfer from the serpentine stability field down to the transition
zone in cold environments (e.g. Poli and Schmidt, 1997).
Subduction zone seismic velocities and anisotropies can be usedfor mapping water-rich rocks in subduction zone. Phase A has a
lower anisotropy than other hydrous phases in the mantle
(Sanchez-Valle et al., 2006, 2008), therefore it is not expected to
have a large contribution to seismic anisotropy within subduction
zones (Mainprice and Ildefonse, 2009) unless it acquires a strong
LPO during deformation. The contribution of phase A to anisotropy
still needs to be assessed from deformation experiments, and could
help inferring the ‘‘hydration state” of subducting slabs. Also, the
sustainability at depth of shear zones formerly filled with
Mg-phyllosilicates, known to be extremely weak (Hilairet et al.,
2007; Amiguet et al., 2012), may depend on rheological properties
of phase A. These shear zones influence in turn the slab ability to
deform upon sinking towards the transition zone.
Mussi et al. (2012) proposed a first study of the deformation
mechanisms of phase A over a 400–700 C temperature range
at 11 GPa, using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on
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studied phase A deformation mechanisms and rheology using
two independent approaches: High-pressure high-temperature
(HP-HT) deformation experiments with in situ measurements
using synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD), and computational
methods based on the Peierls–Nabarro–Galerkin (PNG)
model and generalized stacking faults (c-surface) calculations.
HP-HT experiments allow measuring rheological properties of
polycrystals and LPO that result from the deformation mechanisms
at play; they take into account the complexity of polycrystal
deformation. PNG computations, by looking at the easiness of
shear paths in the crystal structure, and at the fine structure of
dislocation cores – hence their mobility – provide additional
constraints on the geometry of slip, which determines the
development of LPO.
Our results highlight the complementarity and limits of these
two approaches. They are in global agreement with, and refine
the conclusions from the TEM study by Mussi et al. (2012). Finally
we discuss briefly the implications for the contribution of phase A
to deformation and seismic velocities of hydrous regions in
subducting slabs.2. Experimental and computational methods
2.1. Experimental methods
Phase A polycrystals were deformed at high pressure and high
temperature, with in situ measurements of flow strength and
LPO. A proper analysis of the LPO, e.g. using viscoplastic self-
consistent modeling helps to constrain the slip systems involved
during deformation, assuming dislocation activity is causing the
LPO. LPO measurements coupled with knowledge of the single
crystal elasticity allow calculating seismic velocities for the
polycrystals that can be directly compared to those observed in
subduction zones.2.1.1. Synthesis and deformation experiments
The polycrystalline phase A samples were synthesized from
oxide powders in stoichiometric proportions and free water in
excess, in the 1500T multi-anvil press facility of the Institut
National des Sciences de l’Univers (INSU) in Clermont-Ferrand,
France. A 14 M multi-anvil assembly was used with 8 mm trunca-
tions on 32 mm-sided cubes. The pressure for all runs was 11 GPa,
based on fixed-points calibrations. Temperatures were between
880 and 950 C and run durations from 4 to 12 h. The recovered
samples were loose grains, as a result of adding water in the cap-
sules. They were analyzed at the INSU Raman spectroscopy facility
at the ENS Lyon, France, and confirmed to be pure phase A. The
samples were cold pressed before being loaded for deformation
experiments.
The deformation experiments were carried out in the D-DIA
large-volume press at 13-BM-D, GSE-CARS, at the Advanced Pho-
ton Source (Wang et al., 2003), with 3 mm truncation anvils and
5 mm edge cells. The samples were shortened in one deformation
cycle only. Sample axial strains were measured using X-ray radio-
graphy over 8 s with a 2  3 mm monochromatic beam. The strain
is defined as e = (l  l0)/l0, l being the sample length and l0 the ref-
erence length taken at the beginning of the deformation (advance
of differential rams).
Lattice strains and preferred orientations were recovered from
2-dimensional (2D) XRD patterns, collected over 300 s with an area
detector (MAR165 CCD) and a monochromatic beam (wavelength
k = 0.2066 Å) collimated to 200  200 lm by WC slits. Detector tilt
and rotation relative to the incident beam were calibrated with a
CeO2 standard using Fit2D (Hammersley et al., 1996). The detectorspatial drift was systematically corrected by fitting the diffraction
center during the data processing (Section 2.1.2).
Unfortunately the samples could not be recovered for further
investigations such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD). Due to blowouts at
the end of each deformation cycle the cells were pulverized. There-
fore we rely only on the in situ data for samples preferred orienta-
tions. These have been shown to agree well with preferred
orientations measured on post-mortem silicate samples using
EBSD (Bollinger et al., 2012).
2.1.2. Diffraction data processing
For a polycrystal under differential stress, departure of the pow-
der diffraction pattern from ideal rings is a proxy for the differen-
tial stress supported (e.g. Uchida et al., 1996). This departure is
referred to as ‘‘lattice strain”. The isotropic component of the
stress, close to the confining pressure, can also be recovered (see
e.g. Hilairet et al. (2012) and the Supplementary material Fig. S1).
The analysis was carried out using the Multifit – Polydefix software
available online at http://merkel.zoneo.net/Multifit-Polydefix/
(Merkel and Hilairet, 2015).
Unit cell volumes were refined based on d-spacing dP(hki l) of 4
diffraction lines (11 20, 11 21, 20 22, 12 32). Confining pressures
were calculated following a third-order finite strain equation of
state by Sanchez-Valle et al. (2006, 2008).
Differential stresses t(hki l) were calculated for these planes
from lattice strains Q(hki l) according to t(hki l) = 6Q(hki l)G(hki l).
G(hki l) are calculated from the single crystal elastic moduli of
phase A (Sanchez-Valle et al., 2008). The temperature effect on
the Cij’s is not known. A decrease in Cij of 6% similar to the one
for olivine between ambient T and 580 C, gives a 100 to
200 MPa difference in calculated t(hki l), which is small compared
to the observed stresses discussed in the following. In order to
evaluate the flow strength, a ‘‘macroscopic” sample flow stress
was extracted by averaging observed hki l reflections (Suppl. Mat.
Fig. S1). This approach is biased by the availability of diffraction
lines, and is used in many studies because no simple relationship
exists for calculation of macroscopic stresses from powder diffrac-
tion data (e.g. Hilairet et al., 2012 for a discussion).
The texture was refined with the E-WIMV algorithm, a modifi-
cation of WIMV (Matthies and Vinel, 1982). We used the software
MAUD (Lutterotti et al., 2007) with a procedure similar to that
described by Miyagi et al. (2006). In the case of axial compression,
the strain of the sample can be approximated as axially symmetric
and textures can be fully represented with an inverse pole figure
(IPF), showing the orientation distribution of the compression
direction relative to the crystal coordinates. Pole densities are
expressed in multiples of random distribution (mrd). For a random
polycrystal, all orientations have a density of 1 mrd. In a single
crystal, the mrd is equal to infinity for one orientation and 0 for
the others. For hexagonal materials such as phase A, only one
12th of the hemisphere is needed to fully represent the orientation
distribution function (ODF). Here we use a 6th of the hemisphere
because this is the only option in MAUD. The diffraction patterns
were divided in angular slices of 10, which is therefore the lowest
meaningful resolution for the ODF. We used a 15 resolution for
the ODF. No smoothing filter was applied. Initially no sample sym-
metry was assumed during analysis in order to check if the axial
symmetry could be observed in the experimental and recon-
structed pole figures (e.g., Miyagi et al., 2006). Once this cylindrical
symmetry was observed, a cylindrical geometry was imposed for
the final fits. The Fig. S2 in the Suppl. Mat. compares the experi-
mental data and the fit for the final texture of the run D1366.
The goodness of the fits was assessed visually on these plots and
from the Rw factors for the refinements in MAUD which were less
than 4%, a satisfactory value.
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First-principles calculations were used to obtain the structural
parameters and elastic properties of phase A. Then, a two-step
approach was used to investigate possible slip systems in phase
A. First, we investigated the ease of shear in a number of dense
planes of the structure by calculating so-called generalized stack-
ing faults and c-surfaces. This is an efficient numerical tool to look
for easy shear paths in a given crystalline structure and to con-
strain potential slip systems. Secondly, based on this selection,
we modeled dislocations, which are the agents of deformation
responsible for the development of LPO. Easy slip systems in a
given structure are those where dislocations are mobile and pro-
duce plastic strain. The fine structure of dislocation cores is a key
parameter in determining their mobility. Namely, dislocations
glide easily in the planes where their cores spread. In this study,
we modeled core spreading using a so-called Peierls–Nabarro
approach, which uses c-surface as an input from the atomic scale.
2.2.1. Ground properties (ab initio) calculations
First-principles calculations have been performed based on the
density functional theory (DFT) within the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) (Perdew and Wang, 1992). Calculations were
performed using the VASP code (Kresse and Hafner, 1993, 1994;
Kresse and Furthmüller, 1996a,b) and the all-electron projector
augmented-wave (PAW) method (Blochl, 1994; Kresse and
Joubert, 1999). The outmost core radii are 2.00 a.u. for Mg atoms,
1.9 a.u. for Si atoms, 1.52 a.u. for O and 1.1 a.u. for the H atoms.
With the pseudo-potentials used in this work, 2s 0p states for
Mg, 2s 2p states for Si and 2s 4p states for O are treated as valence
states. All calculations have been performed using a single cut-off
energy value of 400 eV for the plane wave expansion and a Mon-
khorst–Pack grid (Monkhorst and Pack, 1976) scheme was used
for first Brillouin zone sampling.
Mg7Si2O8(OH)6 was optimized (full relaxation of cell parame-
ters and of atomic positions) using a 16  16  8 K-point mesh
and the athermal elastic constant were determined from Hooke’s
Law: [r] = [C][e]. For a hexagonal lattice there are five independent
elastic constants, usually referred to as C11(=C22), C12, C13, C33 and
C44 (=C55) (Wallace, 1970) and the sixth elastic constant is given
by C66 = (C11  C12)/2. Then Hooke’s Law is simplified:
r1
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r6
0
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These quantities were estimated by applying (Cover et al., 2009)
a set of strains e with the axis ‘‘3” taken along the c axis. The five
configurations used to obtain the elastic constants at 10 GPa are
given in Suppl. Mat. Table S1.
2.2.2. Generalized Stacking Fault energy calculations
Calculating a c-surface for a given slip system requires a super-
cell with a geometry adapted to the shear plane and direction. We
built supercells on a Cartesian reference frame defined by the nor-
mal of the stacking fault plane and by the shear direction. A vac-
uum buffer is added in the direction normal to the slip plane to
avoid interaction between repeated stacking faults resulting from
the use of periodic boundary conditions in 3D. c-Surfaces are com-
puted as follows. Atoms on surfaces along the direction normal to
the glide plane are imposed at fixed positions and all other atoms
are allowed to relax in the direction perpendicular to the shear
plane in order to minimize energy of the c-surface. Further detailsof the supercell construction and relaxation conditions can be
found elsewhere (Durinck et al., 2005). Thus, for all the c-surface
calculations, three distinct supercells were used (Suppl. Mat.
Fig. S3). The number of atoms per supercell is 58 for the basal plane
and 116 for the both prismatic planes. The c-surface excess
energies c are finally calculated by imposing a given shear
displacement value to the upper part of the supercell.2.2.3. The Peierls–Nabarro–Galerkin model
In the PNG model, the dislocation core structure naturally
emerges from the minimizing of an elastic energy and of an inter-
planar potential. Displacement fields are represented by an
element-free Galerkin method. The non-linear behavior is ensured
by a displacement jump along potential glide planes of the struc-
ture associated with an extra cost in energy attributed to the inter-
planar potential. The latter is a function of the c-surface energies (to
be defined in the next section) fromwhich the linear elastic part has
been subtracted. In doing so, themethod allows to take into account
for several potential glide planes simultaneously and thus to calcu-
late complex (possibly three-dimensional) dislocation cores. Once
the nodal mesh supporting c-surface energies is defined, a discrete
Volterra dislocation is introduced into the volume. Boundary condi-
tions, consistent with a dislocation in an infinite medium, are used
by imposing a convolution of an elementary elastic solution with
the dislocation density (see Pillon and Denoual, 2009 for implemen-
tation details). The equilibrium of displacement jump field f and the
Burgers vector density q, as defined as the derivative of f by the
position coordinates, are finally determined through a viscous
relaxation scheme. Extended details of the PNG method are
available in Denoual (2007), Pillon et al. (2006, 2007) or
Pillon and Denoual (2009). The nodal meshes used in this study
are built with respect to the P63 symmetry of Mg7Si2O8(OH)6
(Horiuchi et al., 1979). Three different meshes are thus used here
and the dislocation line is along the z direction.
For each dislocation, we select the first low (hki l) crystallo-
graphic plane to control the periodic variation of the dislocation
core energy as a function of its position. For all calculations,
meshes dimensions were equivalent to 30 phase A unit cells with
a nodal resolution of 16 nodes per Burgers vector. Accordingly to
Denoual (2007), we checked that increasing mesh dimensions or
nodes number did not influence the results. First calculations cor-
responded to the relaxation of the dislocation core structure. In a
second step, we evaluated the Peierls stress corresponding to the
relaxed core. At this stage, a homogeneous deformation was
progressively applied at a velocity that allowed quasi-static
equilibrium so as to induce an applied shear stress on a unique
given glide plane. During this loading stage, noticeable evolution
of the core structure may occur prior to a strong relaxation of
the measured stress. Such relaxation of the measured stress is
associated with a rapid evolution of the dislocation core structure
followed by a displacement of one (or more) Burgers vector(s). In
the following, the Peierls stress will be associated with this
ultimate macroscopic stress (Metsue et al., 2010).3. Results
3.1. Experimental and VPSC results
The lattice strains vs. bulk strain curves for the three experi-
mental runs are shown in Fig. 1. The flow stresses depend on tem-
perature (Table S2), varying from 3.2–3.3 at 400 C to 2.5 GPa at
580 C. Macroscopic stress vs. strain curves are also reported
Fig. S1. Because strain rates were slightly different at the two tem-
peratures and in the absence of data for the thermal dependence of
Fig. 1. Experimental results: lattice strains (proxy for the differential stress) – bulk strain curves and textures refined from in situ XRD (inverse pole figures for the maximum
compressive axis). We attribute the difference in texture between 400 C runs and 580 C run to a change in slip systems contributions on the basis of VPSC modeling (Fig. 2).
The starting texture for run D1333 shows a strong maximum due to spottiness on the diffraction, which is an unstable orientation since this maximum disappears with
increasing strain. (Color online.)
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could not be quantified.
The preferred orientations refined at the beginning and the end
of deformation, are also shown in Fig. 1. All samples, after com-
pression, and before starting deformation at high temperature
are slightly to moderately textured. Because of a large (compared
to the beam size) grain size at the beginning of run D1333, the
XRD pattern is spotty, and the starting texture shows a pronounced
maximum slightly deviated from hc þ ai ¼ 13 ½2 1 13. Therefore, we
did not try to model these intermediate-strain textures and do
not use them for interpretation in terms of slip systems. The two
runs at 400 C have different starting textures. At 10% strain the
LPO still shows the starting maxima, while intensities increasedin the hc þ bi ¼ ½10 11 orientation and decreased in the 13 ½2 1 10
orientation. In D1333 where bulk strain reached 20%, the initial
maxima vanished while maxima up to 1.6 mrd at ½10 11 and at
½10 10 developed, together with strong minima (0.23 mrd) at
1
3 ½2 1 10 (Fig. 1b). Note that in run D1331, the maxima around
1
3 ½2 1 10 decrease with increasing strain, therefore we consider this
texture as consistent with the ones obtained in D1333. In summary
at 400 C, the stable maxima to develop with strain are at ½10 11
and ½10 10.
The run at 580 C has a different starting texture with a weak
maximum towards [0001] (Fig. 1c) and a girdle with minimum
lower than 0.82 mrd from 13 ½2 1 10 to ½10 10. At 18% bulk strain,
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deviates from [0001] while the girdle fades away, with a mini-
mum of 0.76 mrd at ½10 10.
In order to interpret the differences in LPO in term of activated
slip systems, we used viscoplastic self-consistent (VPSC) modeling
(Lebensohn and Tomé, 1993). This model uses the principle of
inclusion formalized by Eshelby (1957) in order to analyze the vis-
coplastic interaction between a grain and a matrix constituted
from all other grains. The deformation is prescribed and imposed
incrementally on a set of grains described by their orientations.
Slip systems to be activated are proposed each with a viscoplastic
law. The LPO evolution throughout deformation can be followed.
The results of six simulations are shown in Fig. 2 and their param-
eters are summarized in Table 1. The experimental starting LPO of
the corresponding runs were used as starting points for the
simulations (Table 1).
Simulations A and E (Fig. 2) best represent the final textures of
the data at 400 C (D1331 and D1333) and 580 C (D1366), respec-
tively. Although the final IPF in D1331 looks more similar to model
C than model A, model C is not consistent with the whole history of
run D1331 which show that intensity at 13 ½2 1 10 decreases with
increasing bulk strain.
In A, most similar to the lowest temperature experiments, the
h1100if2 1 10g slip system contributes to more than 50% and the
pyramidal and basal contribution are respectively around 26 and
18%. The experimental texture at the highest temperature (Fig. 1)
can be explained by simulation E, where the basal mode con-
tributes more than 70%, and a contribution at 27% from a prismatic
mode different than the lowest temperature one.Fig. 2. Inverse pole figures for the maximum compressive axis resulting from the VPSC
textures at ca. 400 C and ca. 580 C respectively (cf. Section 3.1). (Color online.)
Table 1
VPSC run parameters and resulting activities for the slip systems (normalized to 1 for the
Model Starting
texture
Slip modes CRSS (s0, GPa) (input)
h2110i
{0001}
h2110i
f0 110g
h1100i
f2110g
h211
f11
Basal
hai
Prismatic 1st
order hai
Prismatic 2nd order
h1100i partials
Pyra
hc + a
{111
A D1333 2 1 2
B D1333 20 1 2
C D1333 2 1 2
D D1366 1 10 10
E D1366 1 2 4
F D1366 1 2 43.2. Computational results
The LPO and VPSC models do not always lead to a unique
interpretation of the slip systems. For instance, Burgers vectors
hai (i.e. with 13 ½2 1 10 direction) and hbi (i.e. with ½01 10 direction)
in the basal plane will not be distinguished by an analysis using
VPSC, because a displacement along hbi can be produced by a com-
bination of displacements along hai. Thus we complemented our
study by calculations aimed at constraining the easiest slip sys-
tems in phase A.
In this work, the structural optimization was first performed for
the perfect Mg7Si2O8(OH)6 crystal structure at 10 GPa. The calcu-
lated lattice parameters and elastic constants are shown in Table 2.
Our results are in good agreement with experimental and other
theoretical values. Only C12 is softer than Sanchez-Valle et al.
(2008). We first present the results of c-surfaces calculations
before those on dislocation core modeling.
3.2.1. c-Surface results
Experimental results highlight the potential contribution of sev-
eral planes for plastic slip: the basal plane, the prismatic planes (of
both {01 10} and {2110} types) and the type I pyramidal plane.
We computed c-surfaces for the basal and both prismatic planes.
The pyramidal plane reaches the limit of ab initio calculations (time
and number of atoms) and will not be considered here.
The c-surfaces of the basal plane, and of the (01 10) and (2110)
prismatic planes are shown in Fig. 3. Local minima of the
c-surfaces correspond to potential stable stacking faults in the
structure which can possibly lead to dissociation of dislocationsmodels, with run parameters Table 1. (A) and (E) best reproduce the experimental
total activity of all systems).
Activities of slip modes at 15% strain (output, normalized to 1)
3i
21g
h2110i
{0001}
h2110i
f0 110g
h1100i
f2110g
h2113i
f11 21g
midal
i
}
Basal
hai
Prismatic 1st
order hai
Prismatic 2nd order,
h1100i partials
Pyramidal
hc + ai
{111}
0.23 0.61 0.16
0 0.66 0.34
0.18 0.56 0.26
0.98 0.007 0.013
0.73 0.20 0.07
0.73 0.20 0.07
Table 2
Lattice parameters in Angstroms and elastic constants in GPa.
Ab initio Experimental
a 7.6196a 7.8563b
c 9.3481a 9.5642b
C11 245 248c
C33 295 296c
C55 84 86c
C12 97 129c
C13 93 93c
a Relaxed parameters obtained after extrapolation from Crichton and Ross (2002).
b Values used in the experiments from Kagi et al., 2000.
c Extrapolation of Sanchez-Valle et al., 2008.
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faults are observed: c0 = 2.11 J/m2, c1 = 2.72 J/m2 at 121 h5 1 40i and
c2 = 3.42 J/m2 at 13 h01 10i. As a consequence, we expect 13 ½2 1 10
(hai in the following) and ½01 10 (hbi in the following) dislocations
to be dissociated in the basal plane with a dissociation path explor-
ing these three stable stacking faults. In prismatic planes, a stable
stacking fault is observed close to 12 ½0001 in (01 10) (cI1 in Fig. 3b)
and a broad plateau is observed along the [0001] (hci in the follow-
ing) direction in (2 1 10Þ (AIICII: Fig. 3c and e). In prismatic planes, the
most pronounced local minima are not along hci, but along the diag-
onal directions i.e. along 13 ½2 1 13 (or hc + ai along AIDI, see
Fig. 3b and d) in (01 10) and along ½0 111 (or hc  bi along BIICII
see Fig. 3c and e) in (2 1 10Þ respectively.3.2.2. Dislocation core structures
To further constrain the easiness of slip in those planes, we cal-
culate the dislocation core structures to assess lattice friction from
the tendency of core spreading in a given plane. Dislocation core
structures are calculated with the PNG model using, as an input,
c-surfaces and also the elasticity tensor calculated ab initio with
VASP. For each dislocation, we build the PNG model by introducing
several planes which contain the line direction of the dislocation.
The behavior of each plane is governed by the c-surfaces corre-
sponding to the planes (among (0001), (01 10) and (2 1 10Þ). The
rest of the cell behaves elastically. For details of each cell, see the
Supplementary material Fig. S4 and Table S3. To represent the core
structure, we focus on the disregistry f (parallel to the Burgers vec-
tor) by plotting the node disregistries as a function of the distance
from the core in both planes. The tendency for core spreading is
indicated by a shoulder on the disregistry curve (or by presence
of more than one peak on the associated Burgers vector density
q(x) = df(x)/dx), and in particularly for the edge dislocation which
presents the larger width. As such a feature may indicate a ten-
dency for dissociation, we performed a smooth fitting of the disreg-
istry functions using a sum of atan functions (Eq. (1)), we rely on
the canonical analytical solution (i.e. i = 0 and xi = 0 in Eq. (1)) of
Peierls (Peierls, 1940).
f ðxÞ ¼ b
2
þ b
p
X
i
aiatan
x xi
fi
 
ð1Þ
The Peierls stresses (rp) for the each slip systems investigated
here have been evaluated by shearing the PNG nodal mesh. All
the parameters describing the calculated relaxed cores (as well
as the Peierls stresses) that we will describe now are summarized
in Table 3.
In this work, we first focus on screw dislocations. Having their
Burgers vector parallel to their line directions, screw dislocations
are not ascribed to glide in a specific plane. However their core
structure may induce some strong constraints. Screw dislocationsusually glide in the planes where they exhibit core spreading. This
is a strong constraint on glide plane selections.
In a hexagonal structure, hai and hbi dislocations can potentially
glide in the basal plane, in prismatic or in pyramidal planes. Here
by modeling screw dislocations with the PNG model with
c-surfaces corresponding to the (0001), (01 10) and (2 1 10Þ
planes we assess the tendency of these dislocations to glide in
the basal or in prismatic planes. We show that these dislocations
spread widely in the basal plane only. Core spreading even leads
to dissociation into several partials-(Fig. 4a and Suppl. Mat.
Fig. S5 resp) with a core width of 10 Å for hai and 35 Å for hbi. This
represents respectively 1.5 and 5 times the a lattice parameter in
the basal plane (see Suppl. Mat. Figs. S6 and S7). The dissociation
path for the hai(0001) screw dislocation is plotted on the
c-surface in Fig. 4b. To further assess the tendency of hai and hbi
dislocations to glide preferentially in the basal plane, we have
calculated the core structure of the edge dislocations. Edge disloca-
tions have to be considered independently in the basal plane and in
their prismatic planes. We find that both edge hai and hbi disloca-
tions spread and dissociate in the basal plane (see Supplementary
material Figs. S6 and S7) with dissociation widths similar to
screws. In prismatic planes, we find hai and hbi edge dislocations
to exhibit a narrow core which suggest a high lattice friction.
Indeed this is what is found when the nodal mesh is sheared to find
the Peierls stresses, see Table 3. Altogether, these results show a
marked tendency of hai and hbi dislocations to glide in the basal
plane compared with their respective prismatic planes.
In prismatic planes we can also calculate the core structure of
hci dislocations. Again, we start by the calculation of the core
structure of screw dislocations. However, a unique core structure
cannot be found for hci dislocations. When it is introduced in the
(01 10) prismatic plane, the hci screw dislocation spreads and
dissociate into two collinear components with a wide spreading
of 10 Å (i.e. approximately the lattice repeat along c; see Suppl.
Mat. Fig. S8). However, when it is introduced in the (2 1 10)
prismatic plane, the hci screw dislocation also dissociates into
three partials with mixed components and a wide spreading of
14 Å (i.e. approximately 1.5 times the c lattice parameter; see
Suppl. Mat. Fig. S8). The edge components exhibit, in each
prismatic plane, core profiles very similar to screws. Hence the
PNG model fails to find a unique stable core structure for hci screw
dislocations.4. Discussion
4.1. Deformation mechanisms in phase A, from micro to macro?
Here, we integrate the results from computations, experiments
and TEM (Mussi et al., 2012) for each type of glide planes: basal,
prismatic and pyramidal, successively.
Given the layered configuration of phase A lattice, the basal
plane exhibits the lowest values of the stacking fault energies
(Fig. 3a) and is expected to be an easy glide plane. Indications from
computations, experiments (this study), and TEM (Mussi et al.,
2012) are all consistent and characterize completely glide in this
plane.
In the basal plane, two Burgers vectors are considered for the
computations: hai, which is the shortest lattice vector in this struc-
ture, and hbi. The dislocations with the hai Burgers vector show a
core dissociated into three partials in the basal plane (Fig. 4a):
hai ! 1
21
h5 4 10i þ 1
21
h41 50i þ 1
21
h5 4 10i ð2Þ
The dislocations with hbi show a more complex dissociation
involving six partials (Suppl. Fig. S5):
Fig. 3. c-Surfaces (in J m2) (a) of (0001) plane. The hexagonal base (a1, a2, a3) is represented, c0, c1 and c2 are the three stable stacking faults. (b) Of (01 10) plane (cI0, cI1 and
cI2 are the three stable stacking fault) and (c) of (2 1 10) plane (cII0 and cII1 are the two stable stacking faults). (d) c-Lines along 13 ½2 1 10, 13 ½2 1 13 and [0001] in (01 10) plane as a
function of normalized direction (vector/norm), for clarity, the [0001] curve is shifted vertically, and (e) c-lines along ½01 10, ½0 111 and [0001] in (2 1 10) plane as a function of
normalized direction (vector/norm). (Color online.)
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21
h15 40i þ 1
21
h15 40 i þ 1
21
h41 50i þ 1
21
h23 10i
þ 1
21
h12 30i þ 1
21
h15 40i ð3ÞWe note that in Eq. (3), the last two partials form the partial
usually expected in basal plane for hexagonal materials:
1
3b ¼ 13 ½01 10. Dislocations with the hai Burgers vector have the
Table 3
Summary of dislocation core parameters controlling the spreading in the corre-
sponding plane and Peierls stresses rp (in GPa). Nb is the number of partials of the
dislocation (NS: no spreading in this plane, 1: no dissociation). Dm and DSum (in
Angstroms) are the mean partials separation distance and the total core respectively.
S corresponds to the screw character, and E the edge character. NC indicates when the
Peierls stress is not computed.
Plane Char. Nb Dm DSum rp
1
3 ½2 1 10ð0001Þ S 3 3.8 7.7 0.81
1
3 ½2 1 10ð0001Þ E 3 3.7 7.5 1.94
1
3 ½2 1 10ð0110Þ S NS – – NC
1
3 ½2 1 10ð0110Þ E 1 – – 4.9
½01 10ð0001Þ S 6 4.4 26.5 1.47
½01 10ð0001Þ E 6 6.8 34.0 2.6
½01 10ð2 1 10Þ S NS – – NC
½01 10ð2110Þ E 1 – – 7.3
½0001ð01 10Þ S 2 6.2 6.2 NC
½0001ð01 10Þ E 2 8.4 8.4 NC
½0001ð2110Þ S 3 4.5 9.0 NC
½0001ð2 1 10Þ E 3 5.8 11.5 NC
Fig. 4. (a) Core structure of 13 ½2 1 10 screw dislocation. Disregistry function f(x) and
associated Burgers vector density q = df(x)/dx (dotted line) are plotted in (0001)
plane. The number i corresponds to the ith partial in (b). (b) c-Surfaces (in J m2) of
(0001) plane. c0, c1 and c2 are the three stable stacking faults. The dash arrows
represent the dissociation path of the dislocation with a1 as the Burgers vector and
the number i corresponds to the ith partial. 1 and 3 correspond to 121 ½5 4 10 and 2 to
1
21 ½41 50. (Color online.)
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edge) while those with hbi Burgers vector have larger, albeit still
relatively low, values for the Peierls stress (1.5 GPa for screw and
2.6 GPa for edge).Our results compare well with TEM observations by Mussi et al.
(2012) who report significant dislocation activity in the basal
plane. From the computations, glide in the basal plane is easy
(large dissociation of dislocations resulting in a low lattice friction)
compared to glide in prismatic planes (Table 3). VPSC simulations
give consistent indications (Table 1): glide on the basal plane is
required in all cases in order to reproduce the experimental
textures, and contributes most to the deformation at the highest
temperatures. Also, the dislocations with hai Burgers vectors
observed in the basal plane by Mussi et al. (2012) appear as perfect
ones. The equilibrium distances we compute between each
partial of both hai and hbi dislocations are indeed lower than
13 Å (Fig. 4b and Suppl. Fig. S7), meaning these individual partial
dislocations cannot be resolved by TEM (best resolution in
weak-beam dark-field is of the order of a few nanometers). Finally
Mussi et al. (2012) observed in the basal plane a typical partial
1
3 ½01 10. Our calculations indeed suggest a dissociation of hbi
dislocations which involve this component 13 ½01 10.
Possible prismatic planes for glide are ð01 10Þ and (2 1 10), with
hai, hbi or hci type Burgers vectors. VPSC modeling of the
experimental data requires the hbif2 1 10g slip system at low T,
and the haif01 10g slip system at high T. From computations, a
strong tendency for dissociation and core spreading is observed
for screw dislocations in the basal plane. Edge dislocations
face high lattice friction: the Peierls stress is 4.9 GPa for edge
haif01 10g and 7.3 GPa for edge hbif2 1 10g. Thus both slip systems
appear much less favorable than hai{0001} and hbi{0001}.
Experimentally, although this difference is less marked, prismatic
glide contribution diminishes at high T at the expense of basal
glide.
Both ð01 10Þ and (2 1 10) prismatic planes contain hci which is
the longest lattice parameter (9.34 Å). PNG calculations show that
hci screw dislocations may dissociate in both prismatic planes. PNG
calculations appear unable to determine a unique stable configura-
tion of the hci core structure, because of the existence of two pos-
sible dissociations in prismatic planes. An atomistic calculation of
these hci dislocations appears necessary, should we have to deter-
mine their actual core structure. Such calculation demand an
extremely large number of atoms, is very time intensive, and does
not seem worth the computational effort: so far, no microscopic
evidence for hci dislocations has been reported (Mussi et al.,
2012), and such dislocations are not required to explain the exper-
imental data.
In the present study, we could not model dislocations with
hc + ai or hc  bi Burgers vectors. However, the observation of
prismatic c-surfaces leads to some hypotheses. In those
planes, we observe that the most stable stacking faults are not
along the hci direction, but along the hc + ai and hc  bi directions
(Fig. 3b and c). Putative dislocations with these Burgers vector
may well exhibit dissociation in prismatic planes and could
provide an easier deformation mechanism than hci glide.
Finally, computing the pyramidal planes c-surfaces is again too
demanding. The hc þ aif11 21g slip system is however necessary in
VPSC simulations to reproduce the experimental texture (model E,
Table 1). TEM observations are consistent with the VPSC results:
Mussi et al. (2012) also observed these type I pyramidal planes:
ð11 21Þ and ð11 2 1Þ.
In summary, basal glide is easy and ubiquitous, necessary
at both high and low temperatures, and is corroborated by
computations. Prismatic glide operates along different directions,
hai or hbi, depending on T, but not along hci. Pyramidal hc + ai
glide significantly contributes to deformation at low temperature.
Plastic relaxation along hci is likely to be provided by hc + ai
dislocations.
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Phase A is expected to form in cold descending slabs, as one
of the products of serpentine dehydration (e.g. Komabayashi
et al., 2005). Depending on the bulk composition and hydration
of the parent serpentinized peridotite, phase A will constitute
between 19% and 46% of a hydrated harzburgite (Sanchez-
Valle et al., 2008; Hacker et al., 2003) with orthopyroxene as
a major component along with less abundant olivine. The flow
stress around 12% strain we measured on phase A is higher than
that of olivine recalculated from its experimental flow laws,
under the same pressure, temperature and strain rates
(Table S2). Therefore within a typical aggregate composed of
pyroxenes, olivine and phase A, phase A could be the stiffest
phase. Phase A precursor, the serpentine variety antigorite, is
weaker mechanically than olivine and pyroxene, and acts as a
‘‘strain localizing” phase within serpentinized peridotites. After
serpentine dehydration, we suspect phase A will not play this
strain localizing role because the strength contrasts between
the components will be low. This would need to be confirmed
with actual multiphase deformation experiments and experi-
ments under larger strains.
The most significant anisotropy for phase A single crystals is the
shear wave velocity anisotropy, about 20%, which is constant up to
11 GPa confining pressure (Sanchez-Valle et al., 2008). In spite of
this significant anisotropy, phase A is one of the less anisotropic
crystals among the hydrous phases in the mantle (Mainprice and
Ildefonse, 2009) for VP and VS. In order to evaluate the contribution
of phase A to shear wave velocity anisotropy within subduction
zones, we calculated the seismic velocities for a pure phase A poly-
crystal with an experimental texture such as the one obtained at
580 C (Fig. 5a) using the MTEX and MSAT packages (Bachmann
et al., 2010; Walker and Wookey, 2012). The texture at 580 C
was used as it is relevant to cold subduction zones, while theFig. 5. Seismic velocities for a phase A polycrystal (Cij at ambient pressure and temperatu
texture obtained from a VPSC simulation up to 50% deformation assuming the same slip
The polycrystal was deformed in uniaxial geometry with the maximum compressive axlow T experiments are out of natural temperature ranges and have
not been considered here. We used the Cij and density at ambient
pressure and temperature. Although the temperature dependence
of the Cij is unknown, increasing temperature is expected to
decrease seismic velocities whereas increasing pressure has the
opposite effect. According to Sanchez-Valle et al. (2008) pressure
will only shift the values for seismic velocities, therefore first order
anisotropic features should remain similar.
The experimentally deformed aggregate has P and S wave
velocities close to the ones for hydrous eclogites, within the higher
range of calculated values for blueschists and the lower range of
those for peridotites (e.g. Bezacier et al., 2010). Therefore a phase
A-rich lithology with this texture will be indistinguishable from
the surrounding peridotites and eclogites on the basis of Vp and
Vs values. The P wave velocity anisotropy is 2.4%, and the
maximum S-wave velocity anisotropy AVs is 3.29%. The maximum
splitting occurs in the plane perpendicular to the compression axis
with the fast wave polarized within a plane parallel to the com-
pression axis. The minimum splitting is observed for propagation
along the compression axis.
As commonly found in D-DIA experiments, the experimental
texture is weak and likely cannot represent highly strained regions.
In order to evaluate the effect of strain, we also calculated the seis-
mic velocities for a hypothetical polycrystal from a VPSC simula-
tion to 50% strain (Fig. 5b). We used the same deformation
geometry, slip systems and CRSS as in model E, which reproduces
the experimental texture at 580 C. This phase A aggregate
deformed to 50% bulk strain has a P-wave velocity anisotropy of
4.1% and a maximum S-wave velocity anisotropy of 5.5%. Such a
S-wave velocity anisotropy is significant when considering the
moderate amount of bulk strain involved. Olivine aggregates
deformed in simple shear up to much larger strains by Ohuchi
et al. (2011), for instance, do show S-wave anisotropies of about
5.5% at mantle wedge conditions. This S-wave anisotropy is alsores) with (a) the experimental texture at 580 C and 11 GPa, at 12% strain, and (b) a
systems and same strengthening properties as in (a) (same parameters as model E).
is perpendicular to the projection plane shown here. (Color online.)
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that have about the same texture strength in Bezacier et al.
(2010), lower than blueschists, and higher than anhydrous
eclogites. This is a crude estimate relevant to regions of the slab
that are moderately deformed.
In summary phase A will not create a seismic anisotropy as
strong as its precursor serpentinized peridotite containing antig-
orite, and is less likely to help strain localization. How much it
can be detected seismically among the other lithologies in a sub-
ducting slab does require further experimental studies, on samples
deformed under large strains with simple shear geometry, and on
multiphase aggregates.
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